The Cloud’s #1 Continuous Testing Platform

START A FREE TRIAL — VISIT TRICENTIS.COM
Software Testing Reinvented for Agile and DevOps

Tricentis accelerates software testing for digital transformation. Our industry-leading Continuous Testing Platform provides automated insight into the business risks of your software releases—transforming testing from a roadblock to a catalyst for innovation.

**Agile Dev Testing**
Centralized agile test management for open source, BDD & more

**Automated Continuous Testing**
Resilient regression testing at the speed of change

**Distributed Load Testing**
Cloud-based performance testing labs on-demand

**Benefits**

- **Expose change impacts in minutes** with advanced, resilient test automation optimized for 150+ technologies
- **Modernize testing across SAP and packaged apps** with the most comprehensive testing solution for the intelligent enterprise
- **Reduce risks with centralized visibility/traceability**, predictive analytics, and "release readiness" dashboards
- **Accelerate release cycles** by orchestrating and scaling testing efforts across your teams, projects, applications, and open source testing tools

>90% Test Automation

5X Testing Speed Increase

>80% Risk Coverage
Tricentis qTest provides agile test management solutions designed to improve speed, efficiency and collaboration throughout the software testing lifecycle.

Tricentis qTest is seamlessly integrated with the most popular agile testing and development tools:
- Jenkins
- Jira Software
- cucumber
- Bamboo
- Tricentis Tosca
- VersionOne
- Rally
- Selenium

Seamlessly integrated with the most popular agile testing and development tools

global payments

When we had a legacy ALM, the automation scripts were standalone and there was no traceability. qTest’s integration with the test automation tools has helped us develop a better approach for our requirements traceability matrix.

— VP of Software Delivery Acceleration and Test Engineering, Global Payments

Make Open Source More Productive

In a development world moving at the speed of DevOps, Tricentis qTest provides scalable test automation and machine management that maximizes the value of open source tools.

- Centralize test automation across your open source tool stack
- Orchestrate execution across tools and frameworks
- Consolidate analytics and test coverage reporting
- Establish traceability to assess business risk

MICRO FOCUS QUALITY CENTER SLOWING YOU DOWN?

Ask us how Tricentis can migrate your existing Quality Center data to qTest — the #1 agile testing solution for the enterprise.
Automated Continuous Testing

Tricentis Tosca’s Model-Based Test Automation enables resilient test automation. Our scriptless approach delivers 90%+ test automation rates while significantly reducing maintenance overhead.

End-to-End Test Automation

Automate the complete end-to-end user experience across any technology while maximizing test case reuse for mobile, API, desktop and web testing.

→ SAP → Mobile
→ Oracle → BI/DWH
→ API → Cross-Browser

We’ve now used Tricentis test automation for 3 years for many enhancement pack and support pack upgrades, as well as for our SAP S/4HANA migration. Manual testing is simply not scalable. Test automation reduced testing time 93% and reduced testing costs 35%.

– Head of Strategy For Testing Center of Excellence

The Most Comprehensive Support for SAP UIs & Technologies

Tricentis offers the most comprehensive test automation solution for multiple generations of SAP technologies, including SAP S/4HANA, SAP Fiori 2.0, SAP Fiori on Mobile (Android & iOS), SAP NetWeaver, SAP WinGUI, SAP Web Dynpro, CRM Web Client, SAP Business Client, SAP APIs, SAP RFC and SAP iDOCs.

Tricentis Tosca LiveCompare’s change impact analysis makes SAP upgrades 85% faster and 30X cheaper. It identifies the differences that impact business processes, system integrations, custom code, security and governance, and end users—so it’s clear what to change and what to test.
Distributed Load Testing

Tricentis Flood provides cloud-based performance labs at the fingertips of every developer and tester for on-demand load testing.

Easy Test Creation with ability to create tests in open source and proprietary tools for performance testers of all skill levels

Flexible, Massive Scale by leveraging shared or private AWS and Azure integrations that fits into your DevOps pipeline

Rich Bottleneck Analysis that highlights areas of risk for quick resolution of issues

Simple and Flexible Deployments

Whether you’re using Tricentis Flood to run tests on demand or bringing your own hosting account, Flood provides a simple, flexible infrastructure that eliminates complex overhead.

Achievement:
With the support of Tricentis Flood, Hotstar was able to test with over 5 million concurrent users, to massive success.

ASK ABOUT OUR TRICENTIS ENTERPRISE EDITION
Tricentis’ industry-leading Continuous Testing Platform includes Tricentis qTest, Tricentis Tosca, and Tricentis Flood in one package.
Recognized Leader by Top Analysts

Gartner  IDC  Forrester

Over 1,600 Customers Worldwide

Our Customers Include...

- 8 of the top 10 Insurance Companies
- 7 of the top 10 Global Banks
- 6 of the top 10 Financial Services
- 7 of the top 10 Telcos Providers
- 7 of the top 10 Global Services Providers
- 5 of the top 10 Energy & Utilities Companies

2570 W El Camino Real, Suite 540, Mountain View, CA 94040
+1-650-383-8329  |  tricentis.com